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Abstract - With the increasing popularity of XML for data representations, there is a lot of interest in searching XML data. Due to the structural heterogeneity and textual content’s diversity of XML, it is daunting for users to formulate exact queries and search accurate answers. Therefore, approximate matching is introduced to deal with the difficulty in answering users’ queries, and this matching could be addressed by first relaxing the structure and content of a given query, and then looking for answers that match the relaxed queries. Ranking and returning the most relevant results of a query have become the most popular paradigm in XML query processing. However, the existing proposals do not adequately take structures into account and they therefore lack the strength to elegantly combine structures with contents to answer the relaxed queries. To address this problem, we first propose a sophisticated framework of query relaxations for supporting approximate queries over XML data. The answers underlying this framework are not compelled to strictly satisfy the given query formulation, instead they can be founded on properties inferable from the original query. We then develop a novel top-k retrieval approach which can smartly generate the most promising answers in an order correlated with the ranking measure.
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INTRODUCTION

The In recent years the database research field has concentrated on XML (eXtensible Markup Language as a flexible hierarchical model suitable to represent huge amounts of data with no absolute and fixed schema, and a possibly irregular and incomplete structure. There are two main approaches to XML document access: keyword-based search and query answering. The first one comes from the tradition of information retrieval, where most searches are performed on the textual content of the document; this means that no advantage is derived from the semantics conveyed by the document structure. As for query answering, since query languages for semi-structured data rely on the document structure to convey its semantics, in order for query formulation to be effective users need to know this structure in advance, which is often not the case. In fact, it is not mandatory for an XML document to have a defined schema: 50% of the documents on the web do not possess one. When users specify queries without knowing the document structure, they may fail to retrieve information which was there, but under a different structure. This limitation is a crucial problem which did not emerge in the context of relational database management systems. Frequent, dramatic outcomes of this situation are either the information overload problem, where too much data are included in the answer because the set of keywords specified for the search captures too many meanings, or the information deprivation problem, where either the use of inappropriate keywords, or the wrong formulation of the query, prevent the user from receiving the correct answer. As a consequence, when accessing for the first time a large dataset, gaining some general information about its main structural and semantic characteristics helps investigation on more specific details. This paper addresses the need of getting the gist of the document before querying it, both in terms of content and structure. Discovering recurrent patterns inside XML documents provides high-quality knowledge about the document content: frequent patterns are in fact intentional information about the data contained in the document itself; that is, they specify the document in terms of a set of properties rather than by means of data. As opposed to the detailed and precise information conveyed by the data, this information is partial and often approximate, but synthetic, and concerns both the document structure and its content. In particular, the idea of mining association rules to
provides summarized representations of XML documents has been investigated in many proposals either by using languages and techniques developed in the XML context, or by implementing graph- or tree-based algorithms.

RELATED WORK

Existing System
In, Weigel et al. study the relationship between scoring methods and XML indices for efficient ranking, and propose IR-CADG, an extension to data guides to account for keywords, which integrates ranking on structures and contents. In, Yan et al. propose a preference-based ranking model to deal with approximate queries in XML. Their approach relies on a user-specified interest score to generate the top-k answers, which increases users’ query burdens. It fails in discovering the potential answers which users may have interest in, for the lack of a similarity assessment designed for extracting the inherent semantics presented in XML data sources. In, Maio et al. presented an ontology-based retrieval approach, which supports data organization and visualization, and provides a friendly navigation model. Built on the availability of a bulk of ontologies (knowledge), existing commercial solutions (e.g. Google knowledge graph, etc.) accomplish the ontology-based information retrieval and question answering (IR&QA) on structured and unstructured data. However, as introduced in, developing ontologies is a time-consuming task which often needs an accurate domain expertise to tackle structural and logical difficulties of concepts as well as conceivable relationships.

Proposed System
We propose a query relaxation method incorporating structures and contents, as well as the factors that users are more concerned about, for supporting approximate queries over XML data. In particular, our method surmises the factors that users are more concerned about based on the analysis of user’s original query for supporting query relaxations. In addition, our approach differentiates the relaxation ordering instead of giving an equal importance to each node to be relaxed. In particular, the first relaxed structure to be considered is the one that has the highest similarity coefficient with original query and the first node to be relaxed is the least important node.
We customize the similarity relation assessment by analyzing the inherent semantics.

**IMPLEMENTATION**

**Answer Score**

The scoring function $S$ applied to an approximate match $<AQ(T)>$ combines the approximations occurring at both structures and contents (including the approximations occurring at query conditions), and it returns a score such that the higher is $S(<AQ(T)>)$, the higher is the overall approximation required for the matching. Are functions which evaluate the approximations occurring at structures and contents respectively. In which, $w_i$ is the normalized weight of the corresponding attribute node, $CQi$ and $CAQi$ are corresponding attribute values, and $k$ is the number of attribute nodes specified by the query. Note that, since there exists a 1-1 mapping relationship between a tree pattern query and its match in data trees, the answer score of could be also defined by using the given tree pattern query and its relaxations. In other words, the score of Intuitively, the coefficient in the above definition reflects the user’s preference on structures and contents. Theoretically, for the XML documents with different characters, the value of should be different, whereas this value could be obtained by means of data mining on the database workload-log of past users’ queries during the off-line preprocessing step. The answer score of an answer (a match) measures the relevance of that answer to the user’s query. For a given parameter $k$, the top $k$ problem is searching the best top-$k$ answers (matches) ordered from best (highest answer score) to the worst. In particular, we have the following top-$k$ problem definition: (Top-$k$ Answers) Given a tree pattern query (or its representative query) $Q$ and $Q$’s approximate queries $AQ$, the top-$k$ answers to $Q$, and to any of $AQ$, is the set of answers (matches) to $Q$, and to any of $AQ$, with the $k$ highest answer scores.

**Structure Relaxation Planning**

Our structure relaxation planning relies on query-rewriting. To avoid generating a potentially large number of relaxed queries, our approach decides the structural relaxations to be considered in the priority list depending on their corresponding tree similarity coefficients. More specifically, the relaxation with the highest tree similarity...
coefficient value will be first taken into consideration. As mentioned earlier, for a tree pattern query Q, it is sufficient to associate the corresponding tree similarity coefficient, which can be accessed in a constant time by using the CDAG during the query processing with each approximate query of Q. At each CDAG node, we keep the maximum theoretical upper bound for an approximate match that satisfies the tree pattern query associated with that node. If the query at that node includes all nodes of the original query, then a match that satisfies this tree pattern query cannot be further extended and its coefficient upper bound value is equal to its tree similarity coefficient. If the tree pattern query does not include all the nodes from the original query (e.g., it is a relaxation of the original query where some leaf deletion operations are applied), we store a pointer in the CDAG to the CDAG node containing the best relaxation that approximate (partial) match could satisfy. We could keep pointers in the CDAG to access information such as the coefficient upper bound values of all possible configurations of approximate queries. During query evaluations, tree similarity coefficients are accessed in constant time by using a hash table to check the approximate matches against the tree pattern queries stored in CDAG.

**Content Relaxation Planning**

Our content relaxation planning relies on query-rewriting. In particular, the sub-threshold for each specified attribute node. Given a tree pattern query Q, assume that \( w_i \) is the weight of a specified attribute node. In our content rewriting solution, we rewrite the given textual content into a set of expanded contents (content substitutes), and then evaluate the union of these contents on XML data sources. In particular, for each condition \( C_i \) occurring in the attribute node \( A_i = q \), if \( A_i \) is a categorical attribute node, based on the Semantic Trees, we will first extract the expanded contents of \( A_i \) having the similarity coefficient above the sub-threshold \( i \), and then generate the relaxed query conditions by using these expanded contents. If \( A_i \) is a numerical attribute node, then we will replace the original value \( q \) with a relaxation range to generate the relaxed query conditions. The time consumption of our content rewriting consists of two components: computing the similarity coefficients of textual contents and replacing the textual contents. From the complexity analysis
introduced, we can easily find that, the time consumption of our content relaxation is mainly used in computing the similarity coefficients of categorical textual contents and the standard deviation of numerical attribute nodes.

Top-k Query Execution

Ranking and returning the most relevant results of a query becomes the most popular paradigm in XML query processing. Next we will describe our solution, which employs the preparations made in the off-line step, to efficiently search the top-k most relevant answers from XML data sources. The execution of our top-k query processing is as follows. Our approach starts by evaluating all the structure relaxations and content relaxations, which are maintained by using the structure and content relaxation plans in advance. Then it determines the matches with the highest score potential, which relies on answer scores calculated by using our proposed scoring function, to prioritize approximate matches. It then expands top-k answers by adding the next best matches. If the number of answers is less than the given parameter k, it will repeatedly execute the loop until all the top-k answers are obtained.
CONCLUSION

We propose a sophisticated framework of query relaxations for supporting approximate queries over XML data. Typically, our approach surmises factors that users are more concerned about based on the analysis of the user’s original query and assigns a corresponding weight to each attribute node for supporting query relaxations. In addition, our approach adequately takes structures into account and it therefore has the ability to elegantly combine structure with contents to answer approximate queries. We also present an effective
approach for searching the top-k most relevant answers from a large number of XML data sources along with our query relaxation framework. The rule learning algorithm searches for these patterns and creates a trinity tree, which is then used to learn a regular expression that represents the template that was used to generate input web documents. We implement our web sites proved that our technique achieves very high precision and recall with a learning and extraction time that is almost negligible. We also identified a means to introduce a bias to the search procedure that improves its efficiency Without Negative Impact.
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